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Thank you for the opportunity to offer the following comments on behalf of the Judicial
Security Committee of the Judicial Conference of the United States. I have coordinated these
comments with the chair of the Criminal Law Committee of the Judicial Conference of the
United States. The Security Committee appreciates the speed with which the Sentencing
Commission has moved to promulgate new Sentencing Guidelines with respect to the new
crimes established under 18 U.S.C. § 1521, criminalizing the knowing filing of false liens or
encumbrances upon real or personal property owned by federal judges or federal officers and
employees in relation to the performance of the official duties of such persons. The offense is
punishable by imprisonment not to exceed ten years.
The Sentencing Commission should also take note that according to the U.S. Marshals
Service, the number of threats made against federal judges and prosecutors has increased 69
percent from fiscal years 2003 to 2007. In addition, 503 threats were reported in fiscal year
2008, through February 9. Judge Sentelle, chair of the Judicial Security Committee, has noted
that “. . . threats are a significant security concern to his (my) colleagues.” Kevin Johnson, More
Judges, Prosecutors at Risk; 69% Increase in Threats Since 2003, U.S.A. Today, March 6, 2008,
at 3A.
The filing of fictitious liens against judicial officers has been a problem for the judiciary
for many years. For this reason, in September 1997, the Judicial Conference of the United States
agreed to support legislation that would create a new federal criminal offense for harassing or
intimidating a federal official, including a judicial officer, with respect to the performance of

official duties to include the filing of a lien on the real or personal property of that official
(JCUS-SEP 97, p. 66). Such legislation was repeatedly introduced, but never enacted, in
Congress during the following years. In January 2008, however, the Court Security
Improvement Act of 2007 was enacted and it included a provision to create a new law for the
filing, conspiring to file, or attempting to file any false lien or encumbrance against the property
of a federal judge or law enforcement officer because of the performance of that individual’s
official duties (Public Law No. 110-177, 121 Stat. 2534 (2008)).
These liens are usually filed in an effort to harass judicial officers against whom a civil
action has been initiated by the individual filing the lien. Liens are placed on the property of
judicial officers based on the allegation that the property is at issue in the lawsuit. Judges are
generally very careful about listing their home address in public. When filing the lien, the home
address of the judge generally is listed on the filing. By this action alone, the filing individual is
saying to the judge in essence, “I know where you live,” and could be threatening and
intimidating to the judge. While the filing of such liens has occurred in all regions of the
country, they are most prevalent in the state of Washington and other western states.
The Administrative Office’s Office of General Counsel has had experience with this
practice since it acts as a liaison between judicial officers and the Department of Justice to obtain
representation for judicial officers sued for actions taken in their official capacities. The General
Counsel’s Office has observed that the practice of filing liens has been going on for some time.
Between September 1992, when the practice began to be recorded, and 2007, liens were filed in
at least 81 of the civil cases filed against judicial officers; however, multiple liens were filed in
several of these cases. While the incidences of filing liens have occurred in all regions of the
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country, they are most prevalent in the western states.
The responsibility to initiate legal action to remove these liens is vested in Assistant
United States Attorneys, who represent the judicial officers, and their forms of response vary
according to the state law and the circumstances. It is sometimes necessary for the AUSA to
bring action in state court for the removal of liens. In some circumstances, an action to remove
the liens may be brought in federal court, and in others, state court proceedings are commenced
and removed to federal court under the provisions of 28 U. S .C. § 1452. In some cases, the
AUSA may seek an injunction against further filing of liens by the litigant. All of these methods
are time consuming, of course, but experience indicates that they are ultimately successful.
Nonetheless, the pendency of these liens prior to their removal has caused some judicial
officers great inconvenience. In supporting a federal criminal statute, the Criminal Law
Committee expressed hope that criminal sanctions might act as a deterrent against false filings.
Prior to the enactment of this statute, the Department of Justice was encouraged to prosecute
persons filing these liens in state court under state false liens statutes; however, there were
problems with this approach.
For one, not all states had laws that were reasonably available for this purpose. A review
of state provisions discloses only a handful of applicable specific provisions, and most of these
were civil remedies. They permit a party who has had a lien or other encumbrance placed on his
or her property for malicious purposes to recover damages, sometimes treble damages, and
attorneys fees. A few states have criminal penalties for filing such encumbrances. No state
statute that specifically penalizes claims against the property of judicial officers has been found,
but Wisconsin has both civil and criminal “slander of title” provisions on the subject.
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Wis. Stat. § 706.13 and Wis. Stat. § 943.60, respectively. The civil penalty authorizes punitive
damages of $1,000 plus any actual damages caused by the false failing. The criminal statute is
punishable by a fine not exceeding $10,000 or not more than six years imprisonment. Wis. Stat.
§ 939.50.
As to the federal judiciary, the core conduct prohibited by § 1521 typically involves the
wrongful filing of a lien or encumbrance by a party unwilling to accept a final judgment or
sentence. In this context, the filer of the fictitious lien is often engaged in an act of retaliation
against a judge, prosecutor, or probation officer. While prompt discovery and subsequent civil
litigation may obviate financial harm to parties subject to fictitious liens, the prohibited conduct
represents an attack upon the integrity of the judicial system. In the case of an incarcerated filer,
or a party with prior criminal involvement in federal court, the conduct indicates that
rehabilitation has not occurred. Further, such offender presents a security risk to all parties
against whom the fictitious liens have been filed.
I am attaching to my written comments a copy of a decision issued last week in the case
of United States of America v. McCall, No. C2-06-1051 (S.D. Oh., March 5, 2008). As the
opinion describes, Bondary McCall is serving a sentence of 292 months in the federal prison
system. From May of 2005 through November of 2006, Bondary McCall filed a series of
fictitious claims against me, as well as an Assistant United States Attorney. In November of
2006, McCall attempted to file a U.C.C. financing statement listing me as indebted to him in the
amount of $19 million.
Due in part to the fact that I reside in a small, rural community, the filings were
recognized as suspicious and sent to the county prosecutor. Shortly thereafter, the United States
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Attorney’s Office instituted a lawsuit seeking to restrain McCall. I draw your attention to the
fact that, in many states, official record keepers – clerks of court, county recorders – are not
authorized to screen documents or refuse filings so long as technical requirements are met and
proper fees are tendered. This consideration presents a concern that a fictitious lien will be
recorded without notice to a judicial officer. As a further example of these concerns, on
March 7, 2006, McCall did in fact cause a fictitious lien to be filed in the office of the
Washington Secretary of State. Fortunately, the U.C.C. filing lists the AUSA and me as the
secured party, rather than the debtor.
The gravity of the offense is not confined to the potential financial harm or
inconvenience to a judge. The offense involves conduct which reveals a deep antagonism
against the legal system and demonstrates that the perpetrator will not be restrained from
unlawful conduct. The Security Committee considered, and rejected, two possible guideline
analogues the Sentencing Committee might consider, including obstruction of justice and fraud.
Specifically, that although the Sentencing Commission could also consider the use of U.S.S.G.
§ 2J1.2, Obstruction of Justice, the Security Committee believes that a substantial number of
fictitious liens involving judges have been filed after the conclusion of litigation. Such filings
were not intended to actually obstruct judicial proceedings, but to instead extract retaliation or
vengeance upon a judicial officer. Because the filing of fictitious liens is not necessarily
addressed to pending cases, the nexus between the filing and the alleged obstruction may be
lacking.
Similarly, in the Security Committee’s view, U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1, which addresses fraud
and related financial crimes, would not capture the essence of the offense. The Security
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Committee believes that the gravamen of the fictitious-lien offense is the threat to the legal
process, not to the financial security of a judge, prosecutor or probation officer. The wrongfully
filed liens will ultimately be removed through legal proceedings, if necessary. In most instances,
there will not be actual economic harm. The filing of fictitious liens, however, clearly indicates
that the perpetrator is a threat to the legal process and to a particular jurist.
In light of these concerns, the Security Committee is of the view that classification of the
conduct under U.S.S.G. § 2A6.1 is most appropriate. This Guideline currently applies in cases
involving threatening or harassing communications. While the base offense level is 12, several
specific offense characteristics relevant to § 1521 increase the offense level. For example,
§ 2A6.1(3) provides for a 3 level increase, if the offense involves violation of a court order. It is
likely that a civil action seeking injunctive relief banning a defendant from sending harassing
mail from a penal institution may precede the filing of criminal charges. Consequently, a later
fictitious-lien filing also violates the earlier injunction and should warrant an increased
sentencing guideline range.
The Security Committee is also of the view that the offense level should increase if the
defendant has filed multiple fictitious liens. Likewise, the offense level should increase if the
conduct causes substantial economic harm or extended litigation to remove the fictitious lien
from public records. Finally, because U.S.S.G. § 2A6.1 covers more than fictitious-lien filings
against judges, prosecutors and probation officers, the Security Committee believes that a
Chapter Three Adjustment, involving official victims, is warranted under U.S.S.G. § 3A1.2.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to share the views of the Security Committee of the
Judicial Conference with you as you consider this important issue.
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